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in 1938, he contacted his childhood friend, the astronomer sir frank watson dyson, who had become
a member of the royal academy of navigation in 1936. sir frank was working on a study for the royal
air force in the early stages of war, which he called the british air navigation college, and it was to be

located at the royal observatory, greenwich. sir frank had met edwin link when the young man
visited the royal observatory at the age of 14, and they had stayed in touch ever since. after their

initial consultation, they came to an agreement that link would visit the royal observatory and meet
with dyson and his associates to discuss a celestial navigation training program for pilots. the
program would train pilots in the fundamentals of celestial navigation and provide them with a

written certificate verifying their skill. [6] they set about designing the simulator. the simulator was
similar to link's previous trainer in the piano factory, but with two major differences. the first was

that the simulator could simulate the orientation of the earth in relation to the celestial pole (not just
north or south), and the second was that the student could be immersed in a completely dark

environment. the simulator would allow the trainee to take a sight of a celestial object and compare
it with the real object, located in the sky. dyson's study recognized that the best method to teach

celestial navigation was to demonstrate an instrumented training program, rather than just provide
written instruction, and link designed a simulator with this approach. [6]
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the second version of the trainer included a built-in rca electric motor with blade-
type propellers. this was mounted on a wooden cradle, with a full-motion picture
screen mounted below it. the screen had a corner removed so that a bombardier
could practice aiming his bombs while sitting in a chair underneath the simulator.
this version of the trainer was delivered to great britain in late 1941. [2] the third

version of the trainer was mounted on an open framework. it was equipped with an
adjustable gun sight, but lacked a bombing sight. this version of the trainer was

used by the usaaf and the royal air force during the second world war. [6] the final
design of the trainer had a wooden framework with propellers driven by electric
motors. [1] this version of the trainer was used by the us navy during the second
world war, and was named the royal navy cnt (novelty trainer). it was also sold to
france, and used by the french, british, and us air forces. [2] in the mid-1950s the
link company began the production of the royal navy cnt 2 trainer. this trainer was

similar to the us navy trainer, with a wooden framework, a full-motion screen, a gun
sight, and a bombsight. the company produced several versions of the trainer over
a few years, but this model was the last one to be produced. [1] please make sure

that when using our freight quote, you select the correct delivery method and
weight. we recommend you do this by clicking the 'freight quote' button on our
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